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ABSTRACT
This paper introduces the intelligent farming control system, the system is developed through microcontroller, embedded C operating system, and this paper is an implementation of the idea of the wireless communication between a mobile phone and a microcontroller. They have to go to the remote area and ON/OFF the appliance. Cell phone used (GPS-module) wireless communication technology and network technology. It gives the overall framework of hardware and software design and describes ways to implement the system. User can control appliances through hand-held mobile terminal.

1. Introduction
In an India near about 60-70% people doing farming hence called agriculture country. This is purely based on embedded system as all its operations are controlled by intelligent program inside the microcontroller. This project is used to control ON/OFF three phase motor more efficient, reliable and ensure safety, by making simple call by handheld terminal mobile. Now days storage of underground water and rainfall level slowly falling down and hence it is necessary to supply the optimum quantity of water, and It also helps the farmer to give water the crops in proper schedule as per Farmer can ON/OFF water pump as per them and water conservation also.

2. Objectives

- To coordinate appliance and the device through simple call by the cell phone used by the user.
- To effectively receive and transmit data by cell phone.
- To eliminate the need of being physically present in any location for tasks involving the operation appliances within farm or household or industry.
- To Minimize power, water and time wastage.
- To protect motor from dry run and power supply (Electricity).

3. Experimental Section
This system we use 3-phase signal detection, motor control(ON/OFF), soil moisture, dry run, voice acknowledge message, here we used simple basic microcontroller AT89s52 were programmed is done by using keil IDE software. For example, when the user wants to ON/OFF the device; he has to make simple call in his mobile defining the messages by pressing key from keypad of cell phone, for example key 0 is pressed then get a result as 'MOTOR ON' in voice message is heard to client, the microcontroller inside the system is programmed in such a way that when the modem receives any message the microcontroller will read the message from serial headphone and verify for the pressed key, if it is correct then it will start performing the desired task one by one. The figure shows block diagram of proposed system.

3.1. Phase sequence and loss circuit:
We also designed other circuits for the same after some time and build a proper and perfect circuit for the phase sequence and loss which gives us correct and proper output means we check the circuit manually by doing the phase absent for example by removing any one fuse from the three phase board, the RED led glows which means that sequence or phase is absent In this circuit we use MCT2E opto-coupler IC's, diodes 1N4007, resistor 33kΩ 2W, capacitors, Inverter IC7414, dual D-flip flop 7474 and 7411 three terminal AND gate IC.
Above two figures show the three phase sequence and loss checker circuit. We have taken three phase connection from the main source of three phase provided in the departmental lab to phase sequence and loss circuit, in this we can checked whether three phase are present or absent. At first we checked the opto-coupler output and it gave square-wave on the CRO (Cathode Ray Oscilloscope) which showed 120 degree of phase shift between three phase signals. IC 7414 inverting Schmitt trigger, which inverts the output and gives sharpness to the square wave. We have used IC 7474 Dual positive edge D flip flop for checking the phase sequence and losses. We have also used IC 7411, three-terminal AND-gate for checking the presence of all three phases and if so the IC gives high at its output. For this we have connected two LED’s respectively for indication.

3.2 Power supply with three phases

In this we used three transformers of range 230V AC 0-9V/0.25A, which are connected to three phase of supply board and this is the power supply which gives constant 5V regulated power supply and also gives three phase supply to the circuit.

- The above figure shows a simple regulated power supply (5v dc). In this first we connect the three phase board to the power supply circuit which having three transformers.
- Transformer input, means at primary we give 230V AC supply and at the secondary output gives 0-9v and 250 mA which is connected with diodes 1N4007 are used as rectifier then for filter, capacitor of value 220uf is used after that we use 7805 IC which regulate 5V dc power supply and capacitor regulate 7805 output. We also use green LED for indication.
- This power supply is design for special function, if any one or two phase are absent among three phases after that we will get regulate 5V dc power supply to our circuit.
- It will not work only and only when all three phases are absent.

3.3 Remote mobile, DTMF, microcontroller and APR33A3 circuit

Voice acknowledge system in Farming Using Microcontroller

- The above figure shown is the heart of the project, which consists of remote mobile, DTMF, microcontroller and APR33A3.
- First we connected the headset pin to the remote mobile, before that we must have to do some changes in the remote mobile settings such as keep mobile on automatic answer mode that means when we make call on remote mobile it will automatically answer.
- For checking we first made call to the remote mobile and it will automatically receive, after that press "*" button or key from user mobile, we get recording status of the signal for example press key "1" for motor ON.
- First this signal is fed to the DTMF (Dual tone multiple frequency) circuit, it will decode the input signal means convert into binary for example when key "1" is pressed, we get (0001) in binary then pass these value of signal to the microcontroller.
- Microcontroller get the input signal from DTMF and check the conditions such as phase sequence and loss, whether motor is running dry or not, there is rain fall or not and motor status etc. if all conditions are satisfied or working well then and then motor will start or turn ON.
While if any one of conditions are not satisfied from the above, motor is OFF and gives voice acknowledgment message for example motor is OFF due to dry run or electricity problem or rainfall and pass this signal to APR33A3 block.

- This all messages are store in the APR33A3 voice and playback circuit, which having a capacity to store eight message. When the specific message signal is received from microcontroller, then the voice and playback circuit plays a specific message.

3.4 Relay driver circuit

The above figure and circuit shows the relay driver circuit, which we are use to start and stop the motor or motor starter.

- To START/ON the motor, we get high signal from the microcontroller to the transistor Q1 to ON, as soon as the transistor will ON the relay is also ON means starter is ON.
- To STOP/OFF motor, we get high signal from the microcontroller to the transistor Q2 to OFF as soon as the transistor will ON the relay is also ON means starter is OFF.

3.5 Dry run

For the safety of motor pump it will check motor is running without water, which causes motor damage or burn.

3.6 Rain water detector

Rain water detector means we will detect the presence of rain i.e. without being present at that site we will be able to know the condition of rainfall whether it is present or absent. So that the farmer will be able to know about rainfall on his mobile and will take proper action that is whether to give water to the crops and turn ON or OFF the motor.

The above figure shows the simple circuit for rain water detection means it gives information to the microcontroller that sufficient amount of rain has fallen and there is no need to give
water externally to crops. The above circuit consists of two resistors, one LED for indication and a transistor. To know whether sufficient amount of rain has fallen, we have used a vessel like conical flask. Initially when there is no rainfall, the LED will be ON, also the transistor will be ON due to pull-up resistor connected to Vcc and the collector of transistor will be nearly equal to zero and low signal will be fed to the microcontroller.

If there is sufficient amount of rain falling in the farm then, the level connected in the vessel will be in contact with water and hence the transistor will become OFF thus giving high signal to the microcontroller.

4. Result

We tested all the circuits separately and connected them properly to make one project circuit. Then we tested whole circuit that is we repeated the procedure of testing one-by-one and got the correct output or the result.

- **Three phase power supply** –
  - We checked the AC 230 V on each phase
  - Also checked line voltage (=400V)

- **Power supply**-
  - We checked first if all phases are connected to power supply it gives 5V dc output.
  - Then we removed the one phase and after that we got 5V dc output.
  - Finally we checked if any one phase is present it gives 5V dc output.

- **Phase sequence and loss circuit**-
  - First we checked the opto-coupler output
  - We checked the D-FF output
  - And then we checked the final sequence and loss output on the AND gate IC.

- **DTMF, Microcontroller and APR33A3** -
  - First we checked the DTMF output
  - Then we checked the Microcontroller output.
  - And then we checked the record and playback.

- **Starter relay circuit** –
  - First we checked manually, by giving 5v to the relay one for ON starter
  - And then gives to second relay for OFF starter.
  - Finally we checked automatically ON/OFF the starter through microcontroller.

- **Dry run detector** –
  - We checked the dry run circuit manually by moving hinge towards reed switch.

- **Rain water circuit** –
  - We checked the rain water circuit by pouring the water into the vessel which we used and got the output.

Finally we checked the whole circuitry and did motor ON/OFF and also checked all the conditions such as rain fall, phase sequence and loss and dry run

5. Conclusion

In this paper we describe that there are many alternatives for controlling device individually but the Purposes of our system is to control a task in multiple ways and make system more reliable, efficient and time Consuming. As well as reduced the farmer effect & also for security purpose we provide a unique identification System. We hope our project is being change in agricultural section as well as industrial level motor controlling system.

Limitation: Motor or Pump is start (ON) and stop (OFF) only in the presence of mobile network. It takes few seconds to operate the motor.
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